Road-surface microtexture (sub-millimeter 
Introduction
Important development of road network in France has led to the development of tools for road condition diagnosis. Regarding road surface texture, operating tools are based on profile measurements [1] . Using laser sensors, surface irregularities from centimeter-to millimeter scales called « macrotexture », can be currently measured. There exists no onboard equipment for the measurement of the sub-millimeter scale called « microtexture », which is also relevant for the assessment of pavement skid-resistance. Regarding the fine dimension of road microtexture, the main drawback of laser-based systems is the acquisition time, which is too long for measurements on trafficked roads. Collaboration has been then developed between LCPC and SIC laboratory (Signals, Images and Communications) to study the feasibility of measuring road microtexture by means of image-based systems. The first step of this collaboration is the development of a transportable device for staticcondition measurement and a microtexture description method. Works are reported in this paper.
Road texture and pavement skid-resistance
Road surface irregularities are divided into two scales [2] :
-the macrotexture corresponding to surface irregularities which horizontal dimensions are between 0.5 mm and 50 mm, and vertical dimensions are between 0.1 mm and 20 mm ; -the microtexture corresponding to surface irregularities which horizontal dimensions are less than 0.5 mm, and vertical dimensions are between 0.001 mm and 0.5 mm. It is admitted that the macrotexture is required for water drainage at tire/road interface, and that the microtexture is important for friction force generation.
Research methodology
Road surfaces can be considered as 3D textured images in which micro-asperities existing on aggregate surfaces are the microtexture, and aggregate contours are the macrotexture. The difficulty is to extract from image information those related to surface relief. Actually, roughness characterizations based on image analysis assume generally that grey-level variations are representative of relief variations [3] [4] [5] . This assumption might be valid for uniformly colored surfaces ; it is questionable for non uniformly colored surfaces. In the last case, grey-level variations are due to both relief and color. It is then necessary, before starting the characterization, to separate in the same image relief-from color information. Filtering approaches based on wavelets were developed for this purpose [6, 7] . Nevertheless, relief smoothing can be induced and these approaches can be inefficient in case where spatial frequencies of relief-and color information are the same. In this study, a photometric stereovision method is proposed. The color/relief separation is done from three images taken at three different lighting conditions and from a photometric model of the surface. The relevance of the proposed method is assessed by means of analyses of surfaces representative of French roads. Correlation between image descriptors and friction values is done. In the following paragraph, image descriptors are presented.
Presentation of « image » roughness criteria

Geometrical criterion: Analysis of gradient distribution
The gradient operator is a suitable means to observe local surface variations. The slope in each surface point reveals height variation representative of the microtexture. Generally, for rough textured surface, slope distribution is a zero-mean Laplacian. The Laplacian standard deviation represents indirectly the surface roughness: the more the standard deviation is high, the more the surface is rough. The standard deviation of gradient distribution is then relevant for assessing surface roughness. Noting 
where N is the individual number of G et G is its average given by:
Since the surface shape is plane, G should be equal to zero. So the criterion becomes:
Discontinuities between coarse aggregates induce high gradient values. These values affect the calculated criteria, but they are not representative of the microtexture. In consequence, they must be discarded.
Frequency criterion: Power Spectrum Density
Surface cartographies comprise low-frequency information related to surface global structure (coarse aggregate distribution), and high-frequency information related to surface local structure (micro asperities to be characterized). A simple idea is to study the spectral distribution of relief energy, in other words the power spectrum density (PSD), and precisely the relationship between low-and high frequencies. PSD is normalized by putting the maximum equal to 1, in order to compare surfaces. The criterion is then the PSD standard deviation. Actually, PSD represents a band pass of a function and reflects the frequency distribution in this band. The more this band pass is large, the more the contribution of high frequencies is important. The standard deviation can represent the band pass width and will be useful since it is related to the aggregate density. The PSD is defined by: 
Mixed criterion
It is necessary to combine frequential and geometrical characteristics since both asperity density and their angularity define surface roughness. It can be noted that the density and angularity effects are multiplicative and not additive. Actually, for the same aggregate angularity, surfaces will be (n) times rougher if they are covered by (n) times more of aggregates. Roughness analysis based on images using the above criteria is only possible in case where grey-level variations represent local surface-relief variations. This restrictive assumption requires no surface-color or aspect variation. It implies specific study on photometric behaviour of road surfaces. Another way is to extract relief information from images by means of photometric stereovision technique.
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Images
Specimens are cores taken from various wearing courses. The skid-resistance of each core is characterized by friction coefficient measured by a portable device called « Skid Resistance Tester » (SRT) [1] . Specimen surfaces were photographed using CCD camera under controlled lighting conditions. Since microtexture is concerned, finest resolution was requested; it was still higher than 50 microns.
Link between textured surface image and relief
Since surfaces are not specular, Lambertian model was used to characterize their photometric behaviour and to set the link between grey level, color information and relief. Let us consider a rough textured surface composed of Lambertian micro-facets. The surface is lighted under incidence angle i θ and observed by camera mounted perpendicularly to the surface plane (x, y) (Fig. 1) . Definitions of the angles shown in the figure 1 are the following: i θ : incidence angle related to the surface ; ϕ : incidence angle related to the facets ; α : angle between the surface normal and the facet normal. The distance will be assumed to be constant since relief variations are negligible compared with the distance surface/lighting source.
We try then to express the angle ( ) 
Finally, from equations (5), (8), (10) et (11), we obtain:
The above expression enables us to differentiate different information included in the image grey level.
Method to extract information related to relief
Equation (12) . We have to solve a system with three equations and three unknowns. To produce the equations, three images are recorded. They correspond to the same surface lighted under three incidence angles. The incidence angles (θ) are low to prevent shadows in the images. 
Relevance of the extracted relief and the roughness criteria
To illustrate the relevance of the cartographies extracted by photometric stereovision, related roughness criteria were calculated and compared with friction values. Mixed criterion gradient/density was used to take into account geometric and frequential information. Fourteen road specimens were photographed; view dimensions are 9x6 cm 2 with 50 microns resolution. Actual surface cartographies were also measured by means of laser sensor. The mixed criterion was calculated on both « laser » and « image-extracted » cartographies. Comparison with friction values is shown in the figure 3. It can be seen that good concordance between roughness criterion and friction values is obtained on 13 specimens. 
Fig. 3: Comparison between roughness criterion calculated on laser cartographies (x), cartographies extracted by photometric stereovision (▲) and friction coefficient SRT (♦).
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Conclusion and perspectives
The aim of this study is double:
-Extraction of surface cartography from image; -Assessment of surface roughness by means of image-based descriptors. It was shown that it is feasible to assess surface roughness by means of image analysis. Separation of relief and color information is needed prior to roughness determination. To this aim, we proposed a methodology based on photometric stereovision technique and surface photometric model. Link between relief, color and grey level can be put in equations. From surface images, it is then possible to obtain two cartographies: one related to relief and one to color. The extraction technics was applied first to grey-level images then to color images. The image resolution is 50 microns, which corresponds to road microtexture scale. Using mixed geometric/frequential criterion, it was shown on a limited number of road specimens that the correspondence between roughness descriptors and friction values. Compared with laser cartographies, image-extracted cartographies provide equivalent results. Further topics to be investigated in order to optimize the system performance are : system size reduction and extension of the method for on-board measurements.
